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Today in luxury marketing:

Fashion faces "broken, outdated" immigration system, CFDA charges

The topic of immigration and the current administration's stance regarding undocumented workers has galvanized
the industry. With a largely foreign-born engine, it's  mission critical for the fashion world to not only retain the
workers and talent it has, but to help foster reform to make the pathway to growth an easier one to tread, reports
WWD.

Click here to read the entire article on WWD

Life at The Plaza: Secrets of a grown-up Eloise

Calling a hotel home is just about the most luxurious of dreams, calling upon the Cary Grant and Grace Kelly-esque
glamour of a bygone age. Though for a select class of the current non-proletariat, such a fancy is an actual reality.
And hands down, the dreamiest of locales to set such a portrait of a life well lived would have to be, quite obviously,
The Plaza. The towering watchdog of Fifth Avenue that's commanded, housed and entertained the social elite for
over a hundred years, per Guest of a Guest.

Click here to read the entire article on Guest of a Guest

YouTube restores terminated dealership accounts

YouTube has restored dealership accounts that were mistakenly terminated in the last several days, says Automotive
News.

Click here to read the entire article on Automotive News
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Pyongyang's most-famous luxury hotel gets a modern makeover

North Korea's most famous luxury hotel has reopened after renovations that modernized its 1980s, vaguely Soviet,
style, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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